Overview

The DYMO LetraTAG LT100T is the replacement for the discontinued LetraTAG QX50. The LetraTAG LT100T model is compatible with fabric iron-on tape - enabling you to easily identify sports equipment, children's clothing and other fabric by simply printing, peeling, ironing on the label.

Ideal for people on the run, the Personal LabelMaker LetraTag 100-T offers you speed, convenience and value. With simple keyboards, easy loading and ergonomic "in-the-palm-of-your-hand" fit, they’re built for comfort, too.

Details:

- QWERTY keyboard for faster input.
- Preview Screen.
- 5 character sizes
- 13 character display.
- 2 line printing.
- Built-in memory saves last label.
- Direct-thermal print technology saves you money - no ribbons, ink or toner cartridges needed.

Tape Width: 12mm